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In a dungeon, right under an old mansion, two kids were stirring an old cauldron. 

  - "We have almost finished"- said the girl - "Just use some of the red potion"- 

  - "I don't know, Florence, we have used too much"- answered the boy. 

  -"Trust me, Albert, we need a bit more" - said the girl proudly. 

Albert did as told, but on his way to the cauldron, he tripped over and spilled other potions in 

the cauldron. Florence cried, what would they do now? But the boy stand up and claimed 

that they should run, something was happening to the cauldron.  

The two kids ran outside of the dungeon, locking the door to make sure that no one else 

were passing. Inside the room, there was an explosion and after some seconds, the kids 

reentered the room. 

Despite being covered by slime-like liquid, nothing was broken. Florence was about to 

leave, when her partner pointed at the cauldron. 

Albert said that he could see something moving inside the pot, so both children took out 

their wands to protect themselves if anything happened. They approached the cauldron, 

and to their surprise, a blob like creature was looking at them with their onyx eyes. 

  - "Life?"- said the girl, confused but then excited - "We created life!"- 

  - "Hey buddy" - said Albert to the creature - "How should we call you?"- 

Florence suggested "Blob" and said that it fitted due to the appearance of the creature.  

  -"If I could give you a better name, I would" - whispered Albert - "But I guess you are Blob, 

at least for now"- 



Blob made a purr-like sound, so the children believe it liked its name. However, the purr-like 

sound soon turned into a growl.  

Florence guessed it was due to hunger, but none of the kids knew what to give Blob. Some 

time passed before Florence remembered she had seen some fruit boxes near the kitchen.  

  - "But we can't bring Blob with us, it's still too young" - reminded the boy  

Florence took the boy by the arm and led him outside, assuring that Blob would be alright 

inside, since that hallway was never used and that Blob would follow their orders.  

The problem started as soon as the two kids turned away from the hallway. Blob stayed in 

his place, yes, but then a girl entered. She was looking for her notebook. 

 - "Why is this place so messy? What happ... ened..." - the girl lost her voice when she saw 

Blob, the creature stared at her in the same way as it had done to Florence and Albert, but 

instead of being excited, the girl screamed in terror. 

Blob got scared too, but didn't try to do anything until the girl started to throw things at it, 

however the creature would absorb the items and grow in shape. Blob tried to escape, but 

the girl thought that it would attack her, so she started to run, screaming -"Monster! 

Monster!" - with fear.  

Some of the older students heard the screams and tried to calm her, after all, they were the 

most powerful students and the main protection if there weren't teachers around.  

  - "What happened?"- asked Nellie, a girl who had won a national duelling contest, five 

times straight.  

The scared girl explained them that a monster had been found at one of the dungeons, that 

it was scary and that it had tried to attack her. Nellie ordered everyone to tell the students to 

stay in their bedrooms or ask help to the teachers, stating that she would fight Blob.  

  - "Why you?" - questioned a boy named Joseph, who was known for being good at 

defending spells - "I can fight it better than you"- 

One by one, all of the present students started to claim that they were the best option to 

protect the school, as they argued, Blob was pressed against a corner shaking with fear. It 



started to call out for Albert or Florence, but only grunts would come out, and this made the 

students feel more attacked.  

A girl named Clara took a step forward  - "Whatever, I'll finish him off" - she said with a 

wand in her hand. 

  - "Stop" -  Albert and Florence had come to the scene and were horrified.  

Florence demanded to know what was happening as she step in front of Blob.  

  - "Get out of here" - a boy called Henry step forward - "That thing is dangerous"- 

  - "Why? Only because it's different than you?"-  yelped Albert.  

The students stopped and looked at each other. Clara and Henry tried to search for a 

reason, but nothing came to their minds. Nellie said that Blob had tried to attack the girl she 

was comforting, while the other students agreed.  

Florence and Albert looked at Bob, knowing that their friend would never do something like 

that. The girl told the story once again and Albert guessed that everything was a confusion, 

Blob and the girl were scared because of each other, no bad intentions.  

  - "It's his fault"- the girl said - "He's scary" - 

  - "Only if you look at him in that way"- assured Florence as she led the girl to where Blob 

was.  

The girl was scared, but then Blob let her pet its head while it purred. The girl laughed and 

asked for forgiveness. The other students were reluctant at first, some even scared, but 

others realized that Blob could help them in diverse activities. Blob was more than happy to 

help his new home.  

  - "You shouldn't be scared about those who are different to you" - Albert told them before 

they approached Blob.  

This story is still told to the new students, teaching them that differences are more than 

things to be scared of. Differences make us unique, and each of us is special.  

Blob died after years of helping the magic school, and a statue was forged in its honor. 


